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Abstract:

The human capital model predicts that in equilibrium and in the absence
of discrimination units of human capital possessed by individuals are
paid the same rentals. This would hold also when comparing private and
government sectors. Only nonpecuni~ry rewards such as better job security
of fringe benefits would lead to acceptance of lower money payment. In
Sweden salary differentials standardized for human capital variables are
found to be in favour of private sector employment. This result contrasts
with recent findings for the USA where the reverse was found.
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Introduction

The human capital mode1 predicts that t in equi1ibrium and in the

absence of discrimination t units of human capital are paid the

same renta1s. 1) Thus individuals who have accumu1ated the same

amount of human capital are expected to be paid the same wages

regard1ess of seXt race t loca1itYt type of employer etc. By estim

ating earnings functions for men and women this proposition has

been tested for sex differentials in pay by e g Oaxaca [1973] and

Malkiel and Malkiel [1973]. The same proposition has now been

tested for pay differentials between government and private sector

emp10yees for the USA by Smith [1976 a and 1976 b] and for Sweden

by Gustafsson [1976].

Rentals paid on units of human capital may be either in

monetary terms or more psychic kinds of rewards. If it is true

that fringe benefits and job security are better ln the Government

sector than in the private sector these factors wou1d call for

somewhat 1arger money wages in the private sector.

The public sector in Swedenmay be divided into the government

sector t the county counci1s and the municW~ities. In this study on1y

the government sector is inc1uded and this sector shou1d be compared

with the Federal sector of the USA and perhaps part of the State sector.

Sa1ary statistics for the government sector are col1ected by the

Swedish Central Bureau of Statistics and for the private sector by

the Swedish Emp1oyers' Confederation. Statistics cover the who1e

population of sa1aried emp1oyees. These data do not inc1ude wage earnings

of blue co11ar workerS t for whom separate statistics of wages and hours

are collectecl t but are not emp10yed in this study.

Both data sets group full-time workers according to aget education

and sex and month is given for all groups. Education is

l) The theory was deve10ped by G Becker and J Mincer. Se e g Becker
[1964]t Mincer [1974].
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recorded as the highest type of education completed. Thus the analysis is

carried out on grouped data. The majority of sa1aried employees in

both sectors have only completed compulsory schooling. The proportion

of persons having completed only compulsory schooling ~s for men in

the private sector 66 %, men in the government sector 68 %, women in the

private sector 88 % and women in the government sector 71 %. The educationa1

groupings are fairly comparable between the two sets of data.

The earnings variable is salary agreed upon per month. This

variable is thus given per unit of time and it is not influenced by

absence due to illness or overtime-working.

Only full-time workers are included in the study. In this paper

data for 1971 are analys ed. In 1971 there were 345 000 salaried employees

in the government sector and 283 000 salaried employees in the private

sector. In Gustafsson [1976] data for 1966 and changes that came about

during the five year period are analysed as weIl.

The salary structures of the government and private sectors in Sweden

As mentioned above the data used in this study are given by groups

according to sex, age and education completed. No approximation to

years of experience and years of schooling was made. Instead a model

with age groups and educational groups as explanatory variables was

employed.
l

The model is written:

In y ..
~J

]J +
n
L:

i=l
a.ED. +
~ ~

n
L:

j=l
(LAGE. +

J J
E ••
~J

(l)

where

y.. salary in Sw.Crs. for the i'th educational group and the j'th
~J

age group
intercept

parameter giving the effect of education ~n the i'th educational
group

dummy = l in the i'th educational group, = O for all other educa
tional groups

= parameter giving the effect of age in the j'th age group

= dummy = l in the j'th age group, O for all other age groups

]J

ED.
~

a.
~

B.
J

AGE.
J

E ••
~J

stochastic disturbanee term for the k'th observation with
expectancy zero.

The model is not, however, uniquely determined by (1) and the

parameters cannot be uniquely estimated. In addition to (1) a re

striction giving the norm of comparison is required.

See Klevmarken [1972] for the statistical properties of the model.
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The following restriction ~s chosen:

(J,l=OandSlO. (2)

The data entering this regression model were cross tabulations

according to 10 different educational groups and 9 age groups. The entry

from each nonzero cell was used as an observation. Since data are grouped

the method of estimations has been generalized least squares. Using

numbers of individuals as weights

Results are given in table l. Constants are interpreted as log of

mean salary in the reference group that is compulsory schooling persons

not more than 19 years of age. The difference between any two regression

coefficients of education expresses the age standardized salary

differential between the two educational groups. The coefficients

are to be compared vertically. Thus private men with certificate of

commerce earn 3 % more than private men with high school education if
l

they are of the same age. Thedifferencebetween the age coefficients

express the education standardized salary differential. Since the

youngest age group is the reference group adding successive age

coefficients gives the age-earnings curve standardized for educational

differences. By using this model I do not take account of the possibility

of interaction between age and education.

An inspection of the age group coefficients reveal that salaries

increase with for the four groups. the increase in

that

l. Age-earnings curves are steeper for men than for women. This is

true for the private sector as weIl as for the government sector.

2. Age-earnings curves are steeper for the private sector than for the

government sector. This is true for both men and women.

The first result means that salaries of women do not increase as

much with age as salaries of men do. This may be interpreted by the

human capital hypothesis to mean that women have invested less at a given

age then men have or that they receive lower rentals on the same in

vestments since women of ten have a smaller amount of years of experience

at a given age than men have the first interpretation is very plausible2•

colunml of table l, 0.2343-0.2035=0.0308. And since ln(l+k)~ k,
for pm.q.ll k,. this difference is approximately equal to 3 %.

2unfortunately the model used by Sharon Smith [l976b] does not show
the·age-earnings curve. Thus we do not know if the same pattern is true
for the US. Smith's results show that years of experience increase salaries
as much for men as for women, unpublished results by this author shows
that the same thing is true for Swedish salaries.



Table l Government Private Sa1ary Differentials ln Sweden ln 1971

(standard error in parenthesis)
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Private
Men

Govern-
ment Private
Men "I\Tomen

Govern
ment
\i.Jomen

Dependent variable,
log of sa1ary per month .Sw Crs

Cons tant ()l)

Education

Compu1sory schoo1ing and other
education not identified (aO)

Lower technica1 education (al)

Lower economic education (a 2)

Certificate of Commerce (01 4)

Certificate in engineering I (a 5)

Certificate in engineering II (a6)

Degree in engineering (a 7)

Degree in business and economics (a8)

Other university degrees (a
9

)

7.119

0.0

0.1141
(0.0520)

0.2054
(0.0553)

0.2035
(0.0803)

0.2343
(0.0650)

0.2110
(0.0223)

0.2575
(0.0261)

0.5736
(0.0406)

0.5526
(0.0818)

0.4476
(0.0646)

7.300

0.0

0.0234
(0.0239)

0.0979
(0.0297)

0.2232
(0.0480

0.0563
(0.2035)

0.1774
(0.0291)

0.2353
(0.0340)

0.5380
(0.0363)

0.5097
(0.0762)

0.5004
(0.0164)

7.111

0.0

0.1656
(0.0525)

0.1428
(0.0120)

0.1515
(0.1667)

0.1925
(0.0101)

0.2446
(0.0174

0.2952
(0.0240)

0.6151
(0.0506)

0.5338
(0.0620)

0.4986
(0.0241)

7.368

0.0

-0.1096
(0.0251)

-0.1233
(0.0891)

-0.0206
(0.0217)

-0.1115
(0.0513)

0.0492
(0.0729)

0.1412
(0.0715)

0.3865
(0.0832)

0.3768
(0.0809)

0.4114
(0.0109)

Age group s

-19 (130) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

20-24 (131) 0.5277 0.3360 0.3758 0.2824
(0.0871) (0.0578) (0.0866) (0.0183)

25-29 (13 2) 0.7407 0.4936 0.5709 0.4609
(0.0856) (0.0557) (0.0947) (0.0183)

30-34 (133) 0.9068 0.6299 0.6451 0.5451
(0.0853) (0.0560) (0.0103) (0.0192)

35-39 ((3 4) 1. 0126 0.7182 0.6821 0.5882
(0.0854) (0.0562) (0.0108) (0.0195)

40-44 (135) 1.0587 0.7509 0.7003 0.5899
(0.0854) (0.0559) (0.0108) (0.0192)

45-49 (136) 1.0804 0.7498 0.7154 0.5697
(0.0854) (0.0554) (0.0106) (0.0195)



Continuation

Table l

Private
Men

Govern
ment
Men

Private
Women

Govern
ment
Women

Age group s

50-54 (S7) 1. 0792 0.7577 0.7334 0.5685
(0.0855) (0.0555) (O.OUl) (0.0201)

55- (S8) 1.0286 0.7788 0.7010 0.6101
(0.0849) (0.0553) (O.OU7) (0.0194)

Number of observations

Number of individuals

85

67

0.934

216 526

86

68

0.965

215 345

83

65

0.997

66 209

86

68

0.985

129 803

Method of estimation was genera1ized 1east square~ using numbers of individuals as
weights.
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One possibie 'interpretation the second result is that the

employees of the government sector have more specific training 1n

the Becker sense (see Becker [1964]) than private sector employees.

In this case age-earnings curves of the private sector would start

on a lower level than age-earnings curves of government sector

employees. The private sector age-earnings curves would be steeper

and cross the government sector age-earnings curves. For men there 1S some

indication of this phenomenon in lable l. Intercepts are lower in

the private sector than in the government sector and age-earnings

curves cross.

differentials

Pay differentials may be decomposed into a portion attributable to

different andeducation· and a portion which .. isunE;.'X'plained by

the model. The unexplained differential is interpreted as the

average differential, p~eyailing when comparing employees of equal

age and education. This kind of com putation requires the information

given in table l and the distribution of employees over age and edu

cational groups.

An estimate of the earnings that private workers would receive if

the earnings function for government workers would prevail also for them

by frequencies overage and

regression coerficients of

function of government workers. Since mean values of dummy variables are

equal to the frequencies this is the same thing as multiplying re

gression coefficients by mean values of independant variables.

The computation may be written as follows:

lny = V + I(a .ED .) +
p g i g1 p1 I ((3 .AGE .)

j gJ PJ (3-)

where EDpi the mean value of the educational group i that 1S the fre-

quency of privately employed persons in the i'th educational group.

Similarly AGE . is the frequency of private employees in age group J.PJ
Let us write frequencies of privately employed persons P and fre-

quencies of government employees G. Expresson (3.) may be written



A

lnyp
)l + 2: a.P.+ 2:S.P.

g . 1 1 • J J
1 J
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(4)

(5)

The actual value of the log of the mean salary of private workers may

similarly be written

lny =)l + 2:a.P. + 2:S.P.
p P .11 .JJ

1 J

The standardized differential is lny lny Equivalentlyp p
you can ask what would happen to private sector salaries if the earnings

function of the government sector would prevail for them. The

standardization then is lny - lny •g g
The value of salaries that really would result if there were no

differences between the two sectors must lie somewhere within the limits

given by these two values.

Results are given in table 2. For men it does not matter

very much if we use the government sector earnings function or the

private sector earnings function. In both cases the result is that

private sector salaries are about Il % higher than government sector

salaries if we compare persons with the same age and education.

For women the private-government sector comparison is

ambiguous. Privately employed women earn on the average 19.8 %

less than governmentally employed women. The decomposition of the

differential gives opposite results if governmental sector re

gressions are used to that if private sector regressions are used.

Privately employed women have substantially less education and

are substantially younger on the average than governmentally

employed women. If government sector regressions are used this

difference in distribution accounts for more than the initial

average differential so that privately employed women are seen to

earn a premium over governmentally employed women. If private sec

tor regressions are used the result is that there is a loss

associated with being employed in the private sector.

An inspection of earnings functions separate educational of

groups of women shows that for all educational groups except compulsory

schooling age-earnings curves for women are on a higher level in the

private sector than in the government sector. Thus for males of all

types of education and for females with more than compulsory education

salaries are higher in the private sector than in the government sector.



Table 2. Analysis of government-private pay differentials in Sweden
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lny
p

lny
g

lny - lny
p g

Men

8.1526

8.0690

0.0836

Women

7.6649

7.8729

-0.2080

Not standardized
differential (y ly ) 8.7 % -19.8 %______-:;.;t...p_g.:..-.__-.:... ...;;...~_.:... _

Private sector re~ressions:

"lny - lnyg g 0.1042 -0.0902

Standardized diffe-
rential (y ly ) 11.0 % -8.4 %

g-"-g•..:..-_---_...:.....---------------------

Government sector regressions:

lny - lny
p p 0.1061 0.2616

Standardized differential
(Y/Yp) 11.2 % 29.9 %
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However, for the large group of females with compulsory and

not identified education government pays more. This is to some extent

explained by the fact that nonacademically trained teachers are in

cluded in the government group. Since this is an education longer than

compulsing schooling, which is only present in the government sector,

this fact would tend to raise salaries in the government sector. But

this is not the only explanation. Comparisons done by occupation re

ported in Gustafsson [1976] show that for typists and other office

personnel the government sector salary is higher than the private sector

salary.

The same kind of decomposition but for the sex differential 1n

salaries within the two sedDrs is given in table 3.

It is shown in table 3 that salary differentials between men

and women were more than twice as large in the private sector as com

pared to salary differentials between men and women in the government

sector. About half of the sex differentials in pay is explained by the

mere fact that women were younger and had less education than men.

Within the private sector the sex salary differential was 39.6 % and

it would be reduced to 21.8 % if salaries were to behave according to the

male salary regress1on. The same comparison within the government sector

shows that female salaries were 17.9 % lower than male salaries. The

standardization reduces the differential to 8.4 %.

Returns to private employrnent

Acomparison like the one above where the differentials are decomposed

doesnot takethe time dimension into account. Human capital theory tells

us that the present value of earnings is the relevant comparison

statistic. In order to conclude that there is a return to privat

employrnent in comparison to government employrnent the condition must

prevail:

PV > PV
P g

Thus we want to calculate:

(6)

PV - PV
p g

T -t
E (Y t-Y t)(l+r)

t=O p g
(7)

where t = O is the first year of market work af ter graduation from

schocland t = T is retirement age.



Table 3 Analysis of Male~Female Pay Differentials in Sweden

Private

In Ym
8.1526

In Yf
7.6649

In Yf - In -0.4877m

Not standardized differential(YfYm1 39.6 %

Male regressions

Government

8.0690

7.8729

-0.1961

17.9 %

In Yf - In 1f

Standardized differential(y~jYf).

Female Regressions

-0.2463

21.8 %

-0.2868

25.0 %

-0.0872

8.4 %

-0.0848

8.1 %

Per cent figures are given in per cent of male salaries. Another

grouping of the educational variable gives slightly different

percentage figures (se Gustafsson [1976]).
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If we are willing to accept that a single cross~section of earnings

represents the life~time earnings of an individual the difference ~n

life-time earnings between the private and governments sectors

may becalculated. One cross section represents life-time real earnings
only if we accept very restrictive assumptions. The only productivity ~n-

creasing factor must be investment in human capitall The model does

not take account of investment in physical capital or technological

change. But also as a human capital investment model this is a rude one

because age instead of years of experience represents the accumulation

of human capital over the life-time. Especially we do not know if some

of the years t are years of zero earnings. This eould easily be true for

women.

Let us for a moment disregard all reservations and caleulate pre

sent values of life-time earnings from model (3.) and with numerieal

values estimated in table l.

The starting salary for a person with compulsory sehooling yo is

given by expV. The stream of earnings over lifetime under the assumption

that the first years of labor market work is at age 16 and retirement

age is at 65 is given by

T

l: Yt = 4
t=O

expV
V+S l+ 5 • exp + 5 •

V+S 2 v+S Sexp +, ••• ,+ 10 exp

The present value of this stream is given by

PV
v -l V -2 P+SS -49

expV + exp (l+r) + exp (l+r) , ••• ,exp (l+r)

However, it ~s unnecessary to carry out those calculations in order to

see that present values of lifetime earnings of men are larger in the

private sector than in the government sector. Since the age-earnings

curve is steeper for private employment than for government employment

we only have to bother about the time dimension for those educational

groups where starting salaries are lower in the private sector.

The starting salary of an educational group (i) is given by

jJ+a.+S·
exp ~ J J = O or l or 2 (10)

l
There are no price increases since data refer to one point in time.
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The va1ue of j for a specific educationa1 group i depends

on the age at graduatian of the edueationa1 group. On1y for the groups

where work starts before the age of 20, there are eases of higher

government sa1aries. This is seen by the fact that:

~ + a • + S . > ~ + a . + S .
p p~ PJ g g~ gJ

for all J and i except j=O (11)

For the group of eompu1sory sehoo1ing men there are 4 years of

higher sa1aries in the government sector as compared to the private

sector and a ea1culation of the internai rate of return according to

(7) and (9) gives a va1ue of r = .127 in favour of the private sector

emp1oyment. An equiva1ent camparison may be earried out for women and

the resu1t is that on1y the referenee group edueation has higher sa1aries

in the government sector and that this is true on1y for working years

before the age of 20.

differentials in USA

Sharan Smith reeent1y presented similar studies for the USA in

two artieles (1976 a and 1976 b). The data emp10yed were census data

for 1960 and 1970. These data give information on ineome per year

and on hours worked which makes possible the computation of wages.

The data do not separate white-co11ar workers from b1ue-eo11ar

workers. The first paper includes on1y federal and private workers

whereas the second one inc1udes also state and loea1 government

workers.

The statistiea1 model is to the one emp10yed in this work.

A deeomposition of the differential inta the part exp1ained by the

mdde1 and the unexp1ained part is carried out by Smith [1976a]o It

shows that federal workers earn a premium over private workers when

differences in eharaeteristics are aecounted for. Private workers are

paid wages 15-18 % lower than federal workers when differences in

characteristics are aceounted for. Dummies ine1uded in the second paper

show that both ma1e and female federal workers earn a premium over

private workers. For females state and loea1 government workers

earn a premium over private workers whereas ma1e state government and

loea1 government workers do not.
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Salary setting and negotiations

Smith's main explanation to the findings for the USA is that the

princip le of setting federal wages and salaries "the comparability

princip le" contains an upward bias. The comparability principle is

constructed to give equal pay for the same occupation in private and

federal employment. This means that the level of salaries is set equal for

comparableoccupations in the two sectors. The upward bias introduced in
constructing this principle is according to Smith [1976a] due to the fact

that only 1/4 of all employees in the private sector enter the comparison.

There are reasons to believe that this 1/4 contains the better paid

part of the population.

Another explanation put forward by Smith is that the public em

ployee unions are relatively stronger than the private employee unions.

Thus the public employee unions suceed better in raising salaries for

their members than do private employee unions. Smith's conclusion is that

institutionaI factors explain the pay differential in favour of the public

sector.

Swedish government employees are paid by fixed salary schemes and

schedules as is the case in the USA. There does not exist an occupational

classification across the government and private sectors. Salary statis

tics are collected and handled by different bodies which makes comparisons

more difficult. During negotiations nevertheless comparisons between

the two sectors are used as arguments but more of ten the comparison ~s

on the increase in salaries rather than on the level of salaries.

Both the private and the government sectors are highly organized

and central negotiations are carried out. The degree of organization

is 70-100 % for the different suborganizations in both sectors. The

Swedish Central Organization of Salaried Employees (TCO) is the top

organization for both the private and thQ government sector emp~oyees.

The employee party can be said to run the same wages policy

in both sectors. On the employer part there is, however, a

difference. Government as an employer has declared a larger preference

of smaller pay differentials than is the case with the Swedish Employer's

Confederation (SAF) l. From employer policies salary differentials wi thin

the private sector may be expected to be larger than salary differentials

within the government sector. The data given in tables l to 3 above

show that salary differentials really are smallar in the government

sector.

lNote this difference between the two countries. Wereas the policy in the
USA is for equal salaries the policy in Sweden has been that government
as an employer shall be a "good example" for other employers by having
smaller differentials.
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Re1evance of the institutiona1 exp1anation

The institutiona1 arrangement of the sa1ary schedu1e can, however, not

exp1ain that units of human capital are paid different rentals in the

two sectors. Sa1ary schedu1es are fixed for positions and not for

units of human capital. Negotiations are carried out for positions and

groups of more narrow1y defined occupations and not for units of human

capital. If the sa1ary of a position is to low and there is a lack of

qua1ified persons app1ying for it, the resu1t wou1d be that qua1ificat

ions demanded from app1icants wou1d tend to be lowered. Thus the amount

of human capital possessed by the appointed person wou1d be lower than thl

case where the sa1ary was higher. Thus, units of human epaital may be

paid equa1 rentals regard1ess of institutiona1 arrangements.

The exp1anation of the resu1t in both the US and Swedish studies

must depend on either of two factors.

1. There are other unmeasured rewards 1n the sector with lower money

rentals e g better job security or fringe benefits

2. There is a disequilibrium situation/so that

units of human capital are paid different rentals.

Fringe benefits and job securityh~7e traditionally been better 1n

government emp10yment than in private emp10yment in both countries.

Thus resu1ts for Sweden are more in line with an equi1ibrium situation~

1 The data sets in both studies inc1ude inhomogeneous groups. If
separate regional markets exist geographica1 differences may exist.
Regional differences are found to be almost neg1igib1e in the govern
ment sector of Sweden (see Gustafsson [1976]). Another source of
difference between the two studies is the fact that the Swedish study
inc1udes on1y white-co11ar workers whereas the US study inc1udes a1so
blue co11ar workers. Thus, if blue co11ar workers are paid less than
white-co11ar workers for equa1 units of human capital the fact that
blue col1ar workers are in majority in private emp10yment whi1e they
are in minority in federal employment wou1dexp1ain the resu1t.
However, a decomposition to major occupationa1 groups carried out by
Smith (fortheoming) shows that a1so blue co11ar workers earn a premium
if federal1y employed.
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